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$00. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
THIS PAPER is concerned with the homotopy theory of l-connected 4-manifolds. Our 
principal results are explicit characterizations and computations of the groups HE(X), 
HE + (X), HE,(X) and n4( X) (respectively: homotopy classes of self-homotopy equival- 
ences; those which preserve orientation; those which induce the identity on homology). 
Along the way we correct several errors in the literature on 4-manifolds [9, 11, 15, 213. 
More generally, since our techniques are homotopy-theoretic, we work in the category 
of PoincarC complexes, usually oriented (however, by the work of Freedman [ 61, there is no 
gain in generality.) Let X be a l-connected, oriented 4-dimensional Poincark complex, let 
( H2( X), .) be its intersection form of rank r, and let 
WOE H'(X;Z,) = Hom(H,(X; Z,), H,) 
be its second Stiefel-Whitney class. It is well known that the oriented homotopy type of X is 
determined (in theory) by (H,(X), *) and that X has the oriented homotopy type of 
I 
V S2 uAe4 for some attaching map A E n3 
( > 
Q Sz (e.g. [ 133). Some details of the above are 
included as Appendix I. 
Denote by Aut(H,(X), *) [respectively Aut(H,(X), +.)I the group of automorphisms of 
Hz(X) preserving the intersection form (respectively, up to sign). Note that any such 
automorphism induces an automorphism of ker(w,(X)). Of course, ker(w,(X)) is a Z,- 
vector space of rank r- 1 or r; depending on whether wI(X) # 0 or wZ(X)= 0. Let 
&Aut(H,(X), +*)-+Aut[ker(w,(X))] be this representation. Our principal result is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that r= rank( Hz(X))> 0; then HE(X) 1 ker(w,(.u))+ 
Aut(H,(X), AZ.); and HE+ = ker(w,(X))+Aut(H2(X),+). 
[Note that if I = 0, X =S4 and HE(S4)s Z,]. In other words, there is a short exact 
sequence 
l-ker((w,(X)) ‘ON -HE(X) + Aut(H,(X), f .)+ 1 
which is split, with Aut(H,(X), f *) acting on ker(w,) in the natural way. The map 
HE(X) + Aut(H,(X), + .) is the natural one, with kernel HE,(X) (r>O). The iso- 
morphism ker(w,(X)) + HE,(X) is derived in $2, and is the restriction of the composite 
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map of sets H,(X;E,)~n,(X)~n,(s’)~x,(x)~~~~~(x) where N(x@l)=xoq2= 
x 0 q 0 C q is not a homomorphism (q is the Hopf map). The homomorphism r is the standard 
operation of x4(X) on [X, X] given by “pinching off’ a 4-sphere from the 4-cell of X 
(X-+X v s4 ldVB -X) [4]. Let us pause to review the previous work on this subject. 
It has been known for some time that 
1 + H&(X) + HE(X) -+ Aut(H,(X), k .) + 1 
is exact (r > 0) [ 231 [ 9; Thm. 23. A splitting seems never to have been derived (in particular 
see p. 44 of [2; 043 ). The action of Aut(H,(X), + .) on HE,(X) can be deduced from 
statements in $6 of [I]. 
The principal result of P. Kahn [9] is a presentation n(Z V S2, X)$ 
x4(X): HE,(X) + 1 where 4 is computed (see $2). The details for this seem to have been 
present already in [ 11. However, Kahn incorrectly claims that x4(X) is finite [9, pp. 31,451. 
We are grateful to Bill Massey for pointing out Kahn’s paper and its error (see Endnote 1 
for a discussion of this). The above presentation is also implicit in J. H. Baues’ announce- 
ment [2; Thm 4.11, although t is not explicitly identified there. We extend these results. 
THEOREM 2.2. The map of sets H,(X; Z,) ‘ON -HE(X) is quadratic (see 61) and sends 
ker(w,(X)) isomorphically onto HE,(X) and sends (H,(X; Z,)-ker(w,)) to the identity. 
In improving on Kahn and Baues, we benefited from the more geometric viewpoint 
taken by F. Quinn in [ 15; 923. Recall that a homotopy equivalence,f, can be assigned a 
normal inoariant n(f) in NToP(X)=[X, G/TOP]AH2(X; Z,) x H4(X; E) (see $5). 
Quinn’s viewpoint is that elements of HE,(X) can be “detected by their normal invariants.” 
However, the arguments presented there for his crucial 2.1 are in error (see Endnote 2). We 
show that 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose X is a l-connected, closed, oriented 4-manifold. The map of sets 
H,(X; Z,)- ‘ON HE,,(X) ‘On -H2(X; Z,) is a quadratic map. When restricted to 
ker( w2 (X)), it is an isomorphism (ofgroups) onto wi = {ala v w2 =O> (by 2.2, the same is true 
of Son). Thus, elements of HEid are detected by their normal invariants. 
This proves Quinn’s 2.1. 
As a proof of the surjectivity of S 0 n, Quinn references an argument of C.T.C. Wall 
L-19, p. 2371. There, Wall states (for X P.L.) that the “surgery sequence” 
S(X)2 NPL(X$L, (0.1) 
is exact (here S(X) is the PL structure set and L4 is the Wall group). The actual argument 
intends to show that the composite 
H,(X; Z2)%t4(X):HEi,(X):NTOP(X) 
is onto the kernel of 8 (above). However, Wall seems to misapply D. Sullivan’s Characteristic 
Variety Theorem. This same error is reproduced and elaborated in R. Mandlebaum’s urvey 
on 4-manifolds [ 11; p. 943. Our proof of 5.2 contains the details to correct that argument as 
well; so that we have 
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THEOREM 5.2. HE,(X): N“(X) is an injective map whose image is the kernel of 
W(X):L‘+. 
Moreover, Quinn’s main Theorem 1.1 relies on the claim that M. Freedman had proved 
that any element of Aut(H,(X), .) is realized by a homeomorphism [6; Theorem 1.5 
Addendum]. Therein, Freedman begins by referencing the same mistaken argument of 
Wall. Our 5.2 then also corrects this historical gap. 
Given the aforementioned work of Kahn and Baues, it is not surprising that the proof of 
2.2 (hence most of our other results) requires an explicit calculation of x4(X) and the 
homomorphism t. Baues’ has announced a presentation of n4 of any l-connected 
4-complex, as the push-out of a diagram of groups [2; 2.61. He does not present it 
“explicitly” or calculate it as an abelian group. We carry this out in $1 and $2. We find, for 
example, that z~(X) as an abelian group, depends only on the rank of ( HZ(X), e), not on its 
signature or type (see [ 123). (Is this true for the higher homotopy groups?). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be an oriented, l-connected 4-dimensional Poincart complex with 
r > 1. There is a split short exact sequence 
where 0(a, b) = A 0 a+ [A, b] where A is the attaching map of the cop cell and [,I is a 
Whitehead product. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If r > 0, ~l~(X)zZ~-l)(‘+~)/~ @ Z’(r-2)(r+2)13. 
See $1 for details. 
In conclusion, all homotopy-theoretic facts in this paper have been given homotopy- 
theoretic proofs. As such, these results could have been proved by the homotopy theorists of 
the 1950s and 1960s. But it was the interplay between geometry and homotopy theory 
which pointed the way to the results contained herein. If one fixes a manifold structure on X 
then a short proof of the splitting of 3.1 is available, as explained at the end of $5. 
$1. xq OF A SIMPLY-CONNECTED 4-DIMENSIONAL POINCARE COMPLEX 
In this section we will give an explicit presentation for n,(X) and use this to compute 
x4(X) as an abelian group. We find, for example, that the latter depends only on the rank of 
the intersection form (not on its signature or type). J. H. Baues has announced a “presen- 
tation” of IL.+ of any l-connected 4-complex as the push-out of a diagram of groups [2,2.6]. 
He does not present it “explicitly” or calculate it as an abelian group. The explicit 
presentation will be necessary for our study of the self-homotopy-equivalences, and there 
the type (even/odd) of the form will enter. Henceforth set M = V S2, which will at times be 
i=l 
identified with the 2-skeleton of X. 
Throughout we shall be concerned with quadratic maps. 
Definition. A function q: A + B between arbitrary abelian groups is quadratic if 
(i) for each integer m and each XEA, q(mx)=m2q(x) 
(ii) the function A x A -+ B given by q( x + y) - q( x) - q( y) is bilinear. 
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If B = R this is the definition of a real quadratic form [ 13; App. I]. For any space Y the maps 
G: nz( Y) + x3( Y) and N: nz( Y) + R~( Y) defined by Y -+ Yoqand Y-, Yo$arequadratic 
because of the following facts: 
(0.2) (x+Y)~~=x”‘l+Y~rl+L-x, Yl 
(0.3) CY? Yl = 2(Y o 4) 
(0.4) cx+YlV2 =x$+y$+[x, y] oc q 
(0.5) [x, y] 0 Z q and [x, y] are bilinear. 
( (0.2), (0.4), (0.5) are consequences of 5.11 and 5.16 of [ 223. ) It is easy to see that a 
quadratic map 4: A + B induces a quadratic map A 8 Z, + B @ Z, for each n. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be an oriented simply-connected 4-dimensional Poincare complex 
with r = rank H,(X) > 1. There is a split short exact sequence 
o-+K,(S3)83xz(M):n4(M) &d(X) + 0 
where 8 is given by g( a, b) = A 0 a + [ A, b] where A is the attaching map of the top cell. 
Remark 1.2. The cases r =0, 1 must be handled separately. If r =O, clearly X z S4 so 
n,(X) P H. If r= 1, then X 1 f CP(2), so x4(X) z n,(@P( CC)) z 0 and the above sequence 
becomes Z, @ Z: Z, where 6( 1, b) = A - Z q is non-zero (this will be demonstrated after 
Lemma 1.5) so 8 is onto. Of course 8 is no longer injective. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Zf r > 1, n,(X) z Z$-1)(r+2)‘2 @ Z’@-2)(r+2)‘3. 
Proofof 1.3. By the Hilton-Milnor theorem [21], 
where r(r- 1)/2 is the cardinality of {(i,j)l i >j, 1 < i, j < r} and+(r3-r) is the cardinality 
of {(i,j, k)l i>j< k, 1 <i,j, k<r). 
Now if X N M uA e4, xicn2(X) are the obvious generators, q is the Hopf map and 
q* = q 0C q, we may apply 1.1 and the Hilton-Milnor theorem to deduce 
COROLLARY 1.4. 1’ r > 0, n,(X) is generated by {xi 0 n’}, ( [Xi, Xj] = Zg 1 i > j}, 
{[[xi, xj], xt] 1 i > j < k} with relations A 0 Cn and [A, xi] i= 1, . . . , r. 
Let 1: (D4, S3) + (X, M) be the characteristic map of the 4-cell of X. One has the 
diagram 
x4(04, S3)21c3(S3) 
1 1 
~4(x, W -n,(M) 
where 1 ~lr,(S~) maps to AE n,(M) which (if r 2 1) is a non-zero element of a free group, 
hence of infinite order. The vertical isomorphism follows since x4(X, M) 2 H,(X, M) E Z 
by the relative Hurewicz theorem. Thus the above maps are injective and the maps i, and f 
in the diagram below are surjective. 
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lr,(D4, S3) A n4(S3) - 0 
1 1 A0 1 
%(X, Ml - 114(M) -L+ x4(X) 
4 if 1 
x,(X, M, D4)A n,(M, S3)j._x*(X, 04) 
Here, the left-most vertical sequence is part of the homotopy exact sequence of the triad 
(X; M, D4) [8; p. 1603. The mapj, is surjective by the Blakers-Massey Excision Theorem 
[Zl; p. 3661. The diagram shows that i, is surjective and that 7r4(S3) maps into ker i,. 
Hence, in order to check that 8 maps onto ker i,, we need only check that x2(M) + 
n,(M, S3), given by a -+ [a, A], and C? have the same image. 
Now a theorem of Namioka [ 14; p. 7271 gives x,(X; M, D4) z x,(X, D4) @ 
n,(X, M) z n,(X) z n,(M). Moreover, tracing through the proof of Namioka’s theorem 
one can check that it is natural with respect o maps of diagrams atisfying the hypotheses of 
the theorem. Given a E x~(M), we can construct a map of Y=D4 V S2 + X, via a on S2 and 
the characteristic map on D4. This yields the diagram: 
n2(S2) z ?rs( Y; D4, s3 v S2)- 7r4(S3 v s2, S3)~7c4( Y, P)--+O 
la 1 1 
7r2(M)z 7z5(X;D4, M) 2 n,(M, S3) -7r4(X, D4)-0 
Examining the Hilton-Milnor decomposition of rr4(S3 V S2) as n4(S3) 0 z,(S’) 0 
a4(S4), we see that n4(S2 V S3, S3) E rr4(S2)$ Z where the Z is generated by the 
Whitehead product of the inclusion maps S2 + S3 V S2, S3 + S3 V S2. Thus ker(i.+) is 
generated by the Whitehed product and hence a generator of n2(S2) maps to the Whitehead 
product. Thus a(a)= [a, A] (up to sign). This concludes the verification that 0 maps onto 
ker i,. It also proves that elements [a, A] en,(M) are trivial in n,(X) (see the second 
diagram), and hence that image (0) c kernel (i,). 
To prove that 0 is a split inclusion we make use of the following. 
LEMMA 1.5. A homomorphism A + B of jinitely-generated ubeliun groups is a split 
inclusion provided that: 
(a) The induced map Torsion(A) + Torsion(B) is a split inclusion, and 
(b) for each prime p, the induced map (A/TorA @I Z/pZ) + (BITorB) @ (Z/pZ) is an 
inclusion. 
Applying the lemma to our map 8, note that Tor(rr4(S3) @ 7r2(M)) z n,(S’) g Z, and 
Tor(rr,(M)) is a Z,-module according to the Hilton-Milnor theorem. Hence (a) would 
follow from the fact that A0 Cq # 0. To see this, note that composition induces a homomor- 
phism 7r3( M) @ rr4( S3) -P Tor(rr4(M)) (this uses 0.5). This is easily seen to be an iso- 
morphism by the Hilton-Milnor decomposition. Thus A0 ZEq is non-zero precisely if 
A # 0 mod 2. But A is a primitive element of n,(M) (c.f. Appendix). 
To check (b), consider the homomorphism 7r,(M)% n,(M) @ 7r2(M) defined by 
x 0 q + x @ x and [x, y] + x @ y + y @ x. (This is well-defined by 0.2.) We obtain a diagram 
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where a(x @ y @ z) = - [[x, z], y]. That this is a homomorphism follows from linearity of 
Whitehead products [21]. Commutativity of the diagram follows from the Barcus-Barratt 
formula [7, Theorem 8.31 
cxotl, zl = cx, zl o Z’I - ccx, zl, xl (1.6) 
and the Jacobi identity. 
Now suppose x $0 mod p. Choose a basis (xi} of ?r2(M) @ Z/pZ with x = xi. Then 
n,(M) @ Z/pi2 has a basis {Xioq (i = 1, . . . , r} u {[xi, xt] 1 i > k) in which 
aiixi o tl + c aik Cxi* xkl 
i>k 
where ail = (x: u x,S, [X]) for {x:} the Horn-dual basis of H’(X; Z/pZ) (cf. Appendix). 
Furthermore (rr,(M)/torsion) @ Z/pZ has a basis {[[xi, x1], xk] 1 i >j < k} (cf. Appendix). 
Then, modulo torsion, 
We wish to express this in terms of the basis (above) of (n,(M)/torsion). For 
i > l,[Cxi, x1], xk] k a basis element. For i = 1, rewrite -aik[[xi, xi]&.] as 
a1k[[x19 xk]p xl]+alk[[xkT xl], x1] or 2aik[[xkv x11x1]- Thus 
Finally, [A, X] E $, aik[[xi,x,],xk] where aik = - aik if k # 1 and uik = + ail, if k = 1. 
Thus [A, x] is a sum of distinct basis elements whose coefficients (up to sign) are the 
elements of the matrix (xi* u x,*, [X] ), excluding the first row. Since r > 1, this sum is non- 
empty. At least one of these coefficients must be non-zero mod p, since otherwise 
det(aik) 5 0 mod p contradicting the unimodularity of the cup-product form. 
Thus [A, x] f 0. 0 
92. THE ISOMORPHISM ker(wz(X)) 1 HE,(X) 
In [9, Thm. 1 J one finds an exact sequence 
n(ZM, X)%r4(X)-l,HE(X)4fE(M) 
where the homomorphism Q, is given by the formula: 
O(b) = boCA + Zaii[bOZXi, xi], aij= (x:uxi*, [X]) 
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and r is the “twist map” as in $0. Note that this is not valid for r = 0. Hence P. Kahn gives a 
presentation for HE(X) which, for the most part, is contained in $6 of [I] (see also [4]). 
Now take b to be z 0 pi where p: I? M + ICS2 is the ith projection and z E x3(X). This yields 
@tzoPi) = aii(Z’Xq) +I CCij[Z, Xj]. 
i 
The above exact sequence (with @ as immediately above) is implicit in Baues’ [ 2, Thm. 4.11 
where he announces an exact sequence 
H*(X; Ir,(X))~x,(X)~HEi,(X)~ 1. 
He does not explicitly identify g. Our Theorem 2.2 will carry this much farther, but for now 
we have: 
THEOREM 2.1. If r > 0, there is an exact sequence 
‘2tx) 0 IrJ(X)‘rt,(X)LHEi,(X)+ 1 
where @ is given by a Q b--* [a, b] + w,(a)(boZq). 
Proofo~2.1. We merely modify Kahn’s sequence. Note that if yi =q, the Poincarl dual 
of XT, then JJ~ 0 Xi = 6,j and yi = Zaijxj SO that yi *yj = aij (cf. Appendix). Our previously 
derived expression for 0 becomes 
o(z ‘Pi) = w2(Yi) tzo XV) + Cz9 Yil- 
Now observe that 7r(I: M, X) = H3(Z M; n,(X)) z H*(X) @ x3(X) where the identifi- 
cations respect the group structures. Under this isomorphism zopi clearly corresponds to 
x: @ z. This, under H*(X) 0 7r3 (X) z IL*(X) @ 7t3 (X), corresponds to 2 8 z. Thus. under 
the above identifications, @(y @ z) = w2(y)(z 0 xv) + [z, y] as claimed. Cl 
The following result was announced by F. Quinn [ 151. The errors in his proof are 
discussed on $0 and endnote 2. Recall the map of sets TON: H,(X: Z,)z x,(X)@ 
7r4(s*)%tq(x) r --,HEia(X) where N(xi@ l)=XioIf* as in $0. 
THEOREM 2.2. The quadratic mapping H2(X, E2)sHEid(X) sends ker(w,(X)) iso- 
morphically onto HE,(X) and sends (H,(X; Z,) - ker(w,)) to the identity. 
Proof If r = rank (H*(X)) = 0 then both groups are trivial (because we have defined 
HE,(X) to act as the identity on H4(X) as well as on H2). If r = 1, then X E + CP(2) so 
ker(w,) z x4( _+ CP(2)) z HE,,(X) z 0 by 2.1. 
Now assume r > 1. Combining 1.1 and 2.1 gives a diagram 
n*(M) @ M&a,(M) 
f f L 
n,(X)@ x3(X) f x4(X) &HE,,(X)+0 
where &(a @ b) = w,(a)(boZ II) + [a, b]. This yields 
HE,,(X) E 84( V S*)/(im(6) + im(0)). 
yoo'd aq) a)aIduxoD IQM s!q~ .aA!pa[Jns s! aAoqt! dew Jno leql pue z~ Ja>l 
01 ~!qdrou~os! k~wwsqv so I! ar?q~ aas pue bpydxa (x)~!~H a$nduroD MOU ~p?qs afi 
*&Aya[!q moqs 01 Quo su!euxaJ 11 *~tu!3,1r01c spla!b (f-z) 
‘ZM -Taq$.(J! ‘pu~q laq)o aq) uo 'z~ Ja>l uo uxs~qd.~ou~ou~oq e s! dew aql leql smoqs s!qL 
~(~~)~,~~a%eur~aq~o~npo~~&~rC+~&~x~~&~(rC+x) ‘Zht3a~3~‘x30jos‘Zh4~a~3k‘x 
J! qtu! u! say l~~~[k ‘x] ‘(~'2) & *olaz 01 ZM Jaq-(Zz :x)~H saqel pue z~ Jo larrraq 
aqi oluo UIS!qdJOtUOUIOq aA!lDaf!q e s! ~t~~/(~)'Uc(~y)~U C(~Z :N)~H=('z !~)~jy 
de7.u aysoduro3 aqi ieq) Moqs )snuI aM 'z'~ura~oaq~_ aAold 01 JapJo III 
(X)P9H y(X)"--(ZZ fX)ZH 
T1 T II 
gwl(t\l)‘~+(~l)‘~~(zz fJvlZH 
:u~e~%!p aA!yzinunuo9 
e aAeq aM j~)*u+-(Zz fm)Z,y %u!ddeux ywpt?nb IZ s! aJaq$ ‘AIJ~I!UUS *,,ywpsnb,,snq~ 
s!(_y)*u y('z fx)Z~ %u!ddeux al!soduxoD aqL *(x)~Y+-(~~)~IL@(x)~u wpold Josua$ 
aql uo deru I? saDnpu! II!)S i!‘~eaug!q IOU s! ,k qi!M uoysoduro3 q%toqlIe'snqL '(zLOic)z 
=Ir~c((lr3k)z)=&~0[i ‘A] put? ZJapJo alt! &=(,[Ic ‘x] ‘,kOd aDu!s ,k.x 01 Ienba 
s!q3~qMh~o[rC‘rC]+ L=(O[~z‘x]+(z&O~)~+ z&ox= ,Iro(kz +x)i~q~aasaM‘(**~)tuo~i~ 
dew al!soduroD aql Jap!suoD MON 
~cJw~/(jq)9f E (X)PQH 1vq1 UMOqS aAEq aM snqL 
0 .paJ!sap 
st! z OInporu 7% =!~C.~~G(!L)~M ~!rC.!d= %I aAEq aM 'lL.!rC=h Il?ql ‘x!puaddy aql IIIOIJ 
‘%U!Ip%QJ **dJo Imp ?JKW!Od aqi SI 'M OS ‘!X.!X z(!X)~M= 7!9 Z 'ic.!X 'j,'zjOjOOld 
-!d.7ks!if.!d snyl .7lcJo lvnp arv3ujod 
ay1 S! Z*%i ‘LVS 01 S! Jvyl “A = [x] v zM uay1 “!9 = TX .!k ccq pm&lap sisvq ‘,lvnp,, ay1 si ‘LJ- 
‘1 -c! .10/o = (!x)z~ I#M (zz :x)~H .io~s~svq v s! !x puv 0 f z~ asoddns ‘p’z VJW~-J 
aqt %uyaIdmoD ‘~IUJ II! sag Lx:,y lt?ql OS z pour 7!x)E% 1eq1 SMOqS mo1aq p'z eunua~ 
I<! 
‘pwqraqio aqi ug jf'z)dq(g)lu! olnpow zk0!x(7!x,-%) x G Irx,y uaqLjZm)lay3!x 
‘1 <.I J! ‘IEql OS (X)'H JO {!X} S!SEq e aSOOq3 ‘of 'M JI '(E-Z) dq qfL4! U! Saq hx:oy 
I<! 
]eql OS (~'0) (&x0 ['x '!x])h 1 = kxo y aAeq aM snqL jxipuaddv aas) z pout 0 E % 
‘x!wzu uaAa s!qiJo asJaAu! aqi s! y aDu!s *uaAa s! WJOJ uoyDasla)u! aql ‘0~ ZM J! MON 
(E'Z) 'o,ur!3(,h.~)(X)Z~+(~5:o[IC‘X])((~)*M+r) 
snq~~[LOcC‘x]+(z&OIC)(x)Z~ spznbai! ays LzO[k‘x]+ 
cc/r ‘xl ‘4 -p4 ) X ‘M SaOp SE (QD)“j U! Sa!I [[A ‘X] ‘k]+hgo[k ‘X](i)'M MON 
*(Q)uI! u! s! f4x0y leql y3aq3 01 sa3gns 11 
‘*Jo a%euy aql o~npouI(L~I~)(k)Z~ E [ff ‘41 a:u!s .[q ‘v] +(Ir~Oq)(v)z~~4 suo!lelaJ aql 
Jo sasuanbasuo3 aJe [v'k] pue &xOy SuogeIaJ aq$lBql Moqs lsru_u am ‘Ur!V~3JOJiOAd 
ldi%aqEH UlZqlEN PUE U'ZJq303 .(-J 7_U!J 9SP 
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The composite x2(M) 8 n,(M)~x,(M)+rr,(hl)/Torsion is simply a @ b H 
[a, b], which is surjective with kernel K, say. Thus 6 maps onto rr,(M)/Torsion. 
Examining the diagram below, 
K 4 TorrrJM) +(Tor n,(M))/&(K)--,0 
1 1 1 
n,(M) @ n,(M)> %(W - HE,,(X) -0 
1: 
x4( M)/Torsion 
we see that HE,,(X) 1 rr,/im6 = Tor nq(M)/8$K) is a module over Z,. Now K is a free 
abelian group of rank r .(~)-(~)=(~)+rz (where the v term is the 
cardinality of {(i, j, k) 1 1 < i, j, k < r, i > j < k} 
> 
generated by elements of the form: 
(1) a @ Cb, cl + b @ Cc, al + c (8 Ca, bl and 
(2) a@Ca, bl+bO(aorl). 
To see this, note that if xi is a basis for A~, then the 
0 
k + r* elements 
(1) xi @ [xi, xk] + xj 0 [xk, xi] + Xk @ [xi, xi], i #_j # k and 
(2) xi @ Cxi9 xjl + xj @ (xi0 tt) 
are linearly independent and primitive, hence span K. 
Thus 6(K) is generated by 
(1) a(~, b, c)= w,(c)(Cb, cloXrl) + w2(b)Kc, aloxrl) + w,(c)(Ca, bl ~xrl) and 
(2) B(a, b)=(l +w2(a))(Ca, bl”xtl) +MW”tt2) 
where we have used formula (1.6). Note that /_I(u + b, c) = /l(a, c) + /?(b, c) + a(u, b, c) 
where we use (0.4) twice and (0.5). Since p is linear in the second variable and a is trilinear, it 
suffices to take a, b, c belonging to a basis for 7r2. 
If w2 = 0 then a = 0 and /?( a, b) = [a, b] 0 C q. Hence 6,(K) is generated by [xi, xj] 2 Z 9 
which, in Tor q( V S*), is complementary to the span of xi 0 q* (from the Hilton-Milnor 
decomposition). 
If w2 f 0, choose a basis {xi> with w2(xi) = 0 for i > 1. Then our relations are: 
cL(Xi, Xj, Xk) = 0 i,j, k > 1 
a(xi, xjv Xk)=CXj, XkI’Ctt j,k>l 
a(xi, xl, xk)=o k>l 
4x1, x1, x1) = 0 
Btxi, xj) = Cxi, Xj] ’ x rl i,j> 1 
B(xi7 xi) = O i>l 
B(xi, xl)=Cxi, xi]0~~+(xio~2) i>l 
B(x,, x1) =x1 “‘1* 
where we have used (0.5) and the fact that [xi, xi] = 2(xi 0 q). These span a Z,-vector space 
in Tor R~( V S’) complementary to the span of xi 0 q*, i > 1. 
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Thus, in either case, HE,,(X) is a free &-module of rank equal to the rank of ker(w,), 
and, for an appropriately chosen basis of H2( X), has { r(xi 0 qz) ) w2(xi) = 0) as a 
basis. 0 
53. SPLIlTING THE MAP HE(X) + Aut(H,(X), + .): THE CASE w2 = 0 
In this section we identify HE(X) with a group of automorphisms of a certain algebraic 
object, enabling us to prove our main theorem in the case wZ(X) is zero. 
MAIN THEOREM 3.1. Suppose rank Hz(X) = r is non-zero; then HE(X) r (ker(w,(X)) 
~~Aut(H,(x), f 0) where Aut(H,(X), f .) acts naturally on the kernel ofwZ (see $0 and 2.2 
for the map ker(w,(X))zHE(X)). 
The case w2(X) # 0 is technically more complicated and postponed to $4. Assume 
throughout $3 that w*(X) is zero. 
Recall that stable homotopy a,( ) yields an (Eilenberg-MacLane) unbased homology 
theory rr”, by setting rr”,(X, A) z a*(X+/A+) where X+ means “adjoin a basepoint.” This 
leads to ii: 3 rr”,(X, x,,), reduced stable homotopy [21; pp. 552, 572, 579, 5841. However 
rr”, (X, x0) is o*( X ‘/x,’ ) which is merely a,(X) where in the latter expression we havefixed 
(arbitrarily) a basepoint of X. Thus ii is a reduced homology theory and may be analyzed 
via the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [21; p. 3601. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose X is a l-connected, oriented, 4-dimensional Poincare complex 
with wz(X) = 0. There is an exact sequence: 
O-+H,(X; Z,)%~(X)~H,(X)-tO 
where HE(X) acts on this sequence restricting to the natural actions on each term. Further- 
more, N(Xi) is represented by Xion2En,(X) and d is “degree,” i.e. the degree of the map 
s4+k+ Z:‘X. 
Remark. 3.2 fails if w2(X) # 0 (see proof below). 
Proof of 3.2. Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence fi,(X; n~)+ii~+,(X) 
where rr”, = Irz(pt.) = a,(S’) is “stable homotopy”. We, claim, provided w2(X) = 0, that 
d2: E:,, + Et, 1 and d2: E:, 1 + Ei,2 are zero. This will imply directly that Es, 2 z Ez 2, and 
E:,. z E4p.0, yielding the exact sequence 
O+E;,,:ii”,(X)AE:,,-0. 
Since this spectral sequence mploys a filtration by skeleta, any (cellular) map of spaces will 
act naturally on this sequence. Furthermore, N is the composite H,(M) @I n; z E2q2 = 
image (ii:(M)& iii(X)) which is clearly the claimed map xi @ 1 -+ xi 0 q2. Moreover, the 
map d factors through iii(X) ’ - iiz( S4), wheref: X + S4 has degree 1, and ii.: z EiSo 
= H4(S4)‘& H4(X). Thus the map d is given by “degree” since the corresponding map for 
ir$( S4) obviously is. 
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Recall that if w2(X) = 0, then the attaching map is represented by a matrix with an even 
diagonal so CA is trivial. Thus, stably, X 1: M V S4 so the spectral sequence collapses 
entirely as claimed. In fact, the sequence of 3.2 is merely part of the long exact stable 
homotopy sequence for the pair (X, M). Moreover, in the cases at hand, the Atiyah- 
Hirzebruch spectral sequence will always reduce to the long exact sequence of the pair, since 
X has only two non-trivial skeleta. However, we shall give another proof of the claim, valid 
for any Y, which will be used in $4 as well. 
First note that 5”,( Y) and Ei, * are modules over rr”, and that d* is a module map [21, 
p. 6281. Since E:,, z ~52.~ @ XT, this shows that d’: E:,, + E:,* is determined by 
d*: E:,, + E:,,. Hence it suffices to compute the latter. 
Claim. For any y, d*: E:,o + E$_, is given by d*(x)= (Sq*)*r,(x), where 
I*: H4( Y) + H4( Y; 2,) is reduction modulo two, and (Sq’),: H4( Y, 2,) + H2( Y; Z,) is the 
dual of Sq*: H*( c Z,) + H4( Y; Z,). Since the latter is a -+ a u a = a u w2( Y), the present 
claim implies our earlier claim that d* vanishes if w*(X) is zero. 
Clearly it suffices to check this for Y= K(Z,, 2), since if g(x)=d*(x)-(Sq*),r,(x) 
is non-zero, we can find f: Y + K(Z,, 2) with f.(e(x)) # 0. But, as 0 is natural, 
f,(e(x)) = NJ*(x)) implying that 8 is non-zero for K(Z,, 2). 
Moreover, iff: CP(2) + K(Z,, 2) is the non-trivial map, thenf, is an isomorphism on 
H2( ; Z,) and an epimorphism on H4( ; Z,) so it suffices to check the claim for CP(2). 
Since (Sq*),r, is the only non-trivial map H,(CP(2)) + H,(CP(2); Z,), it suffices to show 
that d* is non-trivial. But since H,(CP(2))zH2(CP(2); Z,)+%i(CP(Z)) + 0 is exact, it 
suffices to show its(CP(2))=0. This follows from Corollary 4.17 [21; $123 as extended by 
[24] where it is shown that iis(CP(2))~ cok((Sq*),r,) which is trivial as noted 
above. 0 
To prove 3.1 we shall need some algebraic facts. An automorphism of an exact sequence 
(Ai, Ji) is a collection { ‘I’i} of automorphisms of { Ai} such that Yi 0 di = di 0 Yi. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose K is an abelian group and 
C -+Kxl,E 
B”1 B 
is a pull-back diagram. Then C 2 Kxr, 0J B where the action of B on K is 0~1; where 
0 is the action of E on K. Moreover the composition K +K >Q B z C is the inclusion 
K + (K XI E) x B followed by the natural projection to the pull-back; and the composition 
CzKxlB-rBisg. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 0 + KA n: C + 0 be an exact sequence of abelian groups with C 
infinite cyclic. Then Aut(0 + K A K + C + 0) ry = Kxl,(Aut(K) x Aut(C)) where Aut(K) 
acts on K in the natural fashion and Aut(C) acts by + the identity. Moreover, under this 
identification, K is included in Aut(0 + KA n + C + 0) by kz’Srk where ‘I”, maps u (an 
element of n) to u + ni(k) where d(u) = n. 1 for some fixed generator 1 EC. 
Proof of 3.5. Since C is free, IZ z K x C, so the projection mapping 
0: Aut(0 --, K-lrn + C + 0) + Aut(K) x Aut(C) 
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can be shown to split. We shall describe a map T: Ker( 0) + K. Choose a generator 1 of C. 
Given 0~ KerO, choose PE n so that d(p) = 1. Then g(p) - p is i(k) for a unique k. This may 
be checked to be independent of p and to be an isomorphism. Note that T-i = Y as given in 
the statement of the theorem. 
It only remains to check the actions. Recall that foAut(0 + K + 7~ + C + 0) acts on 
8~Ker0 by conjugation. Thusfacts on keK by kt+T(fiY(k)of-‘). But if d(p)= 1 and 
p’ =f- l(p) then r(~Y(k)~f-‘)=i-‘(~Y(k)~f-‘(p)-p)=i-’~Y(k)(p’)-f(p’)) 
which is i- 1 f( Y (k)(p’) - p’). If sign f= + 1 is the action off on C then this expression 
becomes sign(f’f(Y(k)(p) - p), since d(p’) = sign(J), and this is sign(f).p T(Y(k)). 
Thus facts on K by kt-+j sign(f)f(k) as claimed. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose X is an oriented, l-connected 4-dimensional Poincare complex 
with wz(X) = 0. Then Aut(0 + H*(X; Z,)z?rz(X)zH4(X) -0) z H2(X; Z*)>Q* 
(AutH,(X) x AutH,(X)) where AutH,(X) acts in the natural fashion on H,(X; Z,) and 
AutH,(X) acts trivially. Moreover, the image of xi Q 1 in the automorphism group is 
Y,EAut(jC:(X)) where Yi(u)=u+d(u)[xion2]. 
Proof of 3.6. By 3.2 and 3.5, Aut(O+ H,(X; Z,)-%??:(X) d - HJX) + 0) 2 
H2(X; Z,)*,(Aut(H2(X; Z,)) x Aut H4(X)) where Aut(H,(X)) acts trivially since 
H,(X; Z,) is 2-torsion. Moreover the image of xi @ 1 in the automorphism group is 
represented by YrEAut(%z(X)) where Yi(U) is u+d(u).N(x,@ l))=u+d(u)[x,0$]. 0 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose X is a l-connected, oriented 4-dimensional Poincark complex with 
wz(X) = 0 and rank(H,(X)) > 0. There is a pull-back diagram 
HE(X) + Aut(0 -, H,(X; Z,) + ii”,(X): HJX) -+O) 
la I@ 
ANHAX), I!C *) zAut(H,(X)) x Aut(H,(X)) 
where p(u) is (u, f 1) according as u acts on the intersection form. 
Proof of 3.7. It is easy to see that fE HE(X) is orientation-reversing if and only if 
f, E Aut( Hz(X), - ) (as long as X z/= S4). Thus B 0 a is the natural map. 
Since Q, is onto by 3.6, if P denotes the pull-back we have an exact sequence 
l+K i -P + Aut(H,(X), f *) + 1 where K = ker0. Since 1 -V HE,,(X) + HE(X) + 
Aut(H,(X), f a) + 1 is exact if r > 0 [23], [9, Th. 23, it suffices to see that the induced 
map J: HE,,(X) -+ K is an isomorphism. Now 2.2 identifies HE,,(X) with H,(X; Z,) 
via 7oN and 3.6 identifies K = ker@ with H2(X; Z,) via Y: H,(X; Z,) + 
Aut(0 * H,(X; Z,) + j?:(X) + H4(X) + 0). The induced map J: H,(X; Z,) + H,(X; Z,) 
is given by J(x,@ I)=Y-‘(XT) where x#~Aut(jLz(X)) is induced by 7(xioq2), 
which is the composite X + X V S4- 
idVq’ x vs2 idVx, 
-X. This induces iii(X) + 
%2(X) 0 itz(S4) + ii:(X) @ iti(S2) -+ r?:(X) where the first map is bt+(b, d(b)) 
(d as in 3.2). Thus x#(b)=b+d(b)[xion2], which is exactly Yi (see 3.6), so 
J(x, @ 1) = Yy-‘Yi =xi @ 1. This shows that HE(X) is a pull-back under the natural 
maps. 0 
We can now prove our Main Theorem 3.1 in the case w2(X) = 0. 
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Proofof3.1. Apply 3.4 to 3.7 to conclude that HE(X) g H,(X; Zz)xle Aut(H,(X), 
f .) where the projection to Aut(H,(X), + *) is the natural one, and the inclusion of 
H,(X; Z,) is TON. Furthermore the action of Aut(H,(X), f *) on H,(X; Z,) factors 
through that of 3.6, which is the natural one. 0 
$4. THE CASE w2(X) # 0 
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1 in the case that wz(X) # 0. Since 3.2 fails here, we 
need a different theory, one which can capture the class w2. Note that w,:X + K(Z,, 2) and 
that any homotopy equivalence preserves wL up to homotopy. Thus X is a “space over 
K(Z,, 2)” in the sense of A. Dold, for example [3, $21. An object in the category of spaces 
over B is a pair (XJ) where X is in the category of spaces which have the homotopy type of 
Cl+‘-complexes, andJX + B is continuous. Furthermore, if h, is any homology theory for 
spaces ouer K(Z,, 2) [3, $23, then HE(X) operates on h,(X, wt). Since X is l-connected, for 
any two representatives of w2, the corresponding groups h,(X, w2) are canonically 
isomorphic [3; 2.3-2.41. We shall now define such a homology theory. 
Consider the fibration BSO(n) IL - K(Z,, 2) with fiber BSpin(n). If (X,f) is any space 
over K( Z,, 2), define P(X,f, n) or merely P, as the total space of the pull-back of I+$ viaf. Let 
y. be the universal n-plane bundle over BSO(n) and set <,, =f*(y,), the pull-back over P,. 
Let T( 5.) be its Thorn space (base-point at cc ), and define h, (XJ) = lim II* ( T( 5.)). It then 
follows that h, is a homology theory for spaces over K(iZ,, 2) which we shall denote by 
Q:*(X,f). For any map Y + X over K(Z,, 2), RT(X, Y,f) is defined similarly so that the 
sequence + a:‘( Y) + n:‘(X) --+ Q,w’(X, Y) -f2r?i( Y)+. . . is exact. It is elementary to 
check that sZy2 satisfies Dold’s “CYLINDER” axiom. Verification of his “EXCISION” 
axiom relies on the Thorn isomorphism theorem, the relative Hurewicz theorem and 
excision for ordinary homology. 
Remark 4.1. If f is understood, we abbreviate QF(X, f) as &2yz(X). If f is null- 
homotopic then Qz2 is isomorphic to Ozi” (X) (canonically if X is l-connected [3; 2.3-2.41). 
In particular, nT(pt.) = R, Spi”. On the other hand, iff: K(Z,, 2) + K(Z,, 2) is the identity 
then Q;‘(K,f) is Qzop, ordinary oriented cobordism. Let n’;z(X,f) stand for Q;‘(X, x,,f) 
where x0 E X. Beware that O;z(x,) + Q:l(X,J) is not necessarily a monomorphism. 
Following Dold [3; p. 3941 one may set up an “Atiyah-Hirzebruch” spectral sequence 
converging to Rr2(X, x,,f) whose E* terms are E?,(X; Q,“‘(pt.)). The local coefficient 
system acts trivially in our case since x,(Maps(X, K(Z,, 2)) is trivial when X is 
l-connected [3; 2.41. In this case, Whitney-sum makes Ez,, (and fizz) a module over the 
ring Qtz( pt.) = fQi” in such a way that df is a module map. 
We need the analogue of 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose X is a l-connected, oriented 4-dimensional Poincare complex. 
There is an exact sequence 
(where 67(X) is fI,w’(X, wz)) on which HE(X) acts, restricting to the natural actions on H, 
and Hq. Moreover, the map fi sends xi @I 1 co i*([xioq2]) where xi0 q*~jii(M) z 
fizz (M, ~2 0 i) where i: M + X identifies M with the 3-skeleton of X. 
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Proof of 4.2. Consider the spectral sequence fi,(X: ny2) an;:,(X) discussed above. 
Since ny2 Z RS*pin, this looks like the spectral sequence for fi, ‘pin(X), but the differentials are 
twisted. Note that fiFi” z rr”, for * = 0, 1,2. Here also fis,i” is a ring, ng* (X) and Ef,, are 
modules and dZ is a module map. Thus, as in the proof of 3.2, it suffices to compute 
d*: E:,, + E;+ 1 and see that it is zero. 
Claim. For any l-connected space (XJ) over K(Z,, 2), d*: E& + E:, I is given by the 
formula d*(x) = (Sq*),r,(x) -f*( ) i n r.+(x). Here r, is reduction modulo two, (Sq*)* the 
dual of Sq*, and icH*(K(Z,, 2), Z,) the generator. 
This claim will suffice to prove 4.2 since, for our Poincare space (X, w,), Sq*(cr) u cc, 
aEH*(X, z2), is (auw2, C-U>, so <a, (~q2),r,(CXl)>=(auw2, r*(CX])>= 
(a, w2 n r*( [Xl)) implying that (Sq),r, + w2 u r* is trivial. 
It may be easily checked that it suffices to prove the claim for K(Z’,, 2) x K(E,, 2) 
withfbeing projection onto the second factor. Furthermore, it suffices to prove the claim for 
K( Z,, 2) andf= identity andf= constant map, since H4( K( Z,, 2) x K( Z,, 2)) is generated 
by the images of H,(K(Z,, 2)) under the two inclusions and the diagonal map. 
For the case (K(H,, 2), identity), consider the sequence 
fl;2(K(Z,, 2)) --) @‘(K(H,, 2)) --* C$’ + R;*(K(Z,, 2)). 
Since Qso g Q:’ z 0 and @“* 3: - _ Z2, 4.1 implies that @(K(Z,, 2)) z Z,. Thus Ei,, 
z E& g Z, and so d*: E& + E2 *, 1 is zero. On the other hand, (Sq2),r, + i n r* is clearly 
also zero (see our earlier argument and note that H,(K(Z,, 2)) is cyclic). 
In the case X = K(Z,, 2), f= constant, fitZ(X) = fiS*pi” (X). Moreover, the map 
{e) + Spin induces a 3-connected map E( { e}) + BSpin. Hence the natural transformation 
rr”, + 0Fi” is an isomorphism for * < 2. This implies that the maps d*: E& + E:_, 
(involving fiber dimension < 2), in the spectral sequences for iii(X) and fiy”(X) are the 
same. By the proof of 3.2, d2 = (Sq2) *r* which is our formula sincef = 0. 0 
Now consider the sequence 
According to [ 173, the homomorphism i has degree 16. Hence fi,“2(K(h,, 2), id) z Z,,. It is 
well known that H,(K(E,, 2)) is cyclic of order 4 [S]. On the other hand, in the spectral 
sequence for n’F( K, id), EiG z E,, Et, 2 = Z, and E& s H4( K), so each term must persist 
to E”. Thus Z, z Eis2 -R,“I(K(H,, 2), id) is the inclusion Z, 4 Hi,. In particular, the 
map (X, w2)- w* (K, id) induces a map of spectral sequences giving the diagram below. 
(4.3) 
Here HE(X) acts as automorphisms of this diagram which act trivially on the bottom row. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let D be the diagram 
O+K~*I~LZZO 
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with horizontal rows exact, K and rr abelian. Let Aut( D) be the group of automorphisms of 
the diagram which fix the bottom row. Then: 
Aut(D)z Ker(w)xl, Aut 1 w x Aut 1 b 
( (: > (1, >> 
where Aut T 
0 
acts naturally on ker(w) and Aut i B acts by k id. Moreover, the 
G ( > G 
inclusion 1+5 of ker( w) into Aut(D) is k H $, E Aut 
( > 
7 ?I where $Ju) = u + ni(k) for 
h 
d(u) = n. 1 for some fixed generator 1 E Z. 
16 
Remark. Aut(H --, Z,) is trivial or Z,, according to /3. 
Proof of 4.4. As in 3.5, the projection (0 from Aut(D) to Aut(w) x Aut(/I) can be shown 
to be a split epimorphism (using a splitting of K + n-n Z). Once again, describe a map 
r: ker@ + ker(w) so that r -’ = $. Th e verification of actions is similar. Cl 
Of course 4.4 may be applied immediately to diagram 4.3 to see that 
Aut(4.3) z ker(w,)xl,(Aut(w,) x Aut(/?)) where Aut(w,) acts naturally and Aut(fi) 
acts trivially. Moreover, Xi @ 1 E ker(w,) includes to $,..E Aut(@(X)) which is the map 
u~u+d(u) [i,(xioq2)] (see4.2). 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose X is a l-connected, oriented 4-dimensional Poincart complex and 
rank (H,(X)) > 0. There is a pull-back diagram 
0 -+ H,(X: H,)%=l”2(X)~H,(X) +o 
HE(X) I 1 I 
B 
I l 
-A~H:~jj?~~ 
i 
P 
Aut(H,(X), It: $+Aut 
Proof of 4.5. We first show that the natural map HE(X) -* Aut(w,) x Aut(B) factors 
through p. Any element of Aut(H,(X), + *) preserves w2 since w2(x) = x.x modulo two. 
Now, as remarked in the proof of 3.7, fEHE(X) reverses orientation if and only if 
f,EAut(H2(X), -.). Hence if Aut(H,(X), -*) is non-trivial, then Aut(H,(X)) z 
Aut(/I) z Z, given by f id. Thus Aut( H2(X), f 0) + Aut(B) defined by f, -+ (degreefl (id) 
completes the desired factorization. 
Now, proceeding as in the proof of 3.7, since Q, is onto by 4.4, there is an exact sequence 
1 + KA,P + Aut( H2(X), f 0) + 1 where P is the pull-back and K z ker@. It suffices to 
show that the induced map J: HE,(K) + K is an isomorphism. Recall that 2.2 identifies 
HE,(X) with ker(w,(X)) via 7 0 N, and the remark following the proof of 4.4 identifies 
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ker(w,(X)) via II/. The induced map J: ker(w,(X))c; is J(xi@ l)=Il/-‘(XT) where 
XT E Aut( n’l’( X)) is induced by r( Xi 0 q2) E HEi,( X). The following diagram commutes, 
up to homotopy, since x E ker( wz). This induces fiTZ( X) --* fiT2( X) 0 fiyi”( S4) -+ fiyz( X) 
@ CQi”( S’) + b,W’(X). Since 6yin (S4) z H4(S4) 2 x4(S4) and dipin z H,(S$ Z,) 
2 ;iz(S2), the maps above are b + (b, d(b)) --t (b, d(b)$) -+ b + d(b)i, ([x0 q*]) where d 
and i, are as in 4.2. Note that it is not necessary to know what the map d is. Hence x,? is 
exactly $(Xi) SO J is the identity map. It follows that HE(X) is the desired pull-back under 
the natural maps. cl 
Proof of 3.1 in general case. Apply 3.4 to 4.5. 
$5. NORMAL INVARIANTS AND SURGERY 
We wish to provide a proof for certain claims made in [ 19; p. 2371 and [ 15, Prop. 2.11 
Let X be a closed, oriented, l-connected topological 4-manifold. Proposition 2.1 of [ 151 
asserts that there is a bijection HE,,(X)%wi (iv: = {agH’(X; Z,)( a* = 0}) given by 
calculating the “normal invariants” in N(X) = [X, G/TOP] E Hz( X, 22,) x H4(X). To 
show surjectivity, Quinn references Wall’s argument of [ 19; p. 2371. There, Wall states (for 
X P.L.) that S(X): NPL(X)TL4 is exact, where S(X) is the P.L. structure set. The actual 
argument intends to show that the composite 
H,(X; ‘z,)%r4(X)~HEi,(X)~ f+J(OP(X) 
maps onto the kernel of 8: N“(X) -) L,. However, Wall mis-applies Sullivan’s Charac- 
teristic Variety Theorem in asserting that it suffices to compute the normal invariants (i.e, 
splitting invariants) along submanifolds representing a basis for ker(w,(X)). For example, 
if X 2: @P(2) # @P(2), x generates ker( w2( X) ) and [ Y-j = x, then HE,,(X) z Z,, generated 
byf = 7 0 N(x). But the splitting invariant offalong Yis x-x = 0 (as we shall see below), so, if 
it were sufficient to calculate splitting invariants along Y, the above composite would be 
trivial, contradicting the assertions of Wall and Quinn. Sullivan does state in [ 18; p. 333 
that it suffices to choose a basis for the “dual of wi.” The Poincart dualof w: is ker(w,(X)) 
whereas a Horn dual (with respect o some basis) is a quite different subgroup. The latter is 
the correct interpretation of “dual” for this situation. 
In addition, Wall’s calculation of the splitting invariants of 7 0 N(z), along a fixed surface 
Y, is only correct if z E ker( w*(X)). For example, if X z CP(2) # @P(2) with [ Y-J = x as 
above and [ VJ = z representing acore CP( 1), then Wall computes the splitting invariant of 
7 0 N(z) along Y to be x*z = 1. But, by 2.2, r 0 N(z) is homotopic to the identity (or note 
7r,(CP(2)) z 0 and the homotopy to the identity in HE(CP(2)) extends to one in 
HE(CP(2) # @P(2))). We shall provide details of a proof of the surjectivity of the above 
map, following the lines of Wall’s original argument, in the case that X is P.L. This 
completes the proof of 2.1 of [ 151 for P.L. 4-manifolds. 
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Recall that the set of normal maps N ToP( X) is in bijection with [X, G/TOP] which is in 
bijection with H*(X; Z,) x H4(X, Z) (since, by [ 10; pp. 328-3291, the 5-skeleton of G/TOP 
is the same as that of K(Z,, 2) x K(Z, 4)). Moreover, the image of the injection 
NPL(X)+l’VToP(X)is ((a,b)Ia*~bmod 2}.Themap lAToP(X)~~4(X)-+L4({ej)~ 
Z is given by the surgery obstruction [ 19; p. 2371. Thus K = ker( NpL(X) + L4) is in 
bijection with { UEH*(X; Z,) Ia* z 0 mod 2) which is w:. Since K and ker(w,(X)) are of 
the same cardinality, it suffices to show that ker(w,(X))xZfE(X)-!!+K is surjective. 
Moreover, if X is a topological 4-manifold, then let K’ be the intersection (in IV ‘Op) of 
ker(8) and ker(rc) where K is the difference of the Kirby-Siebenmann invariants. Thus, to 
show that “homotopy equivalences are determined by their normal invariants”, it again 
suffices to demonstrate that ker( w*(X)) + HE(X) + K’ is surjective or injective. We 
proceed with an analysis in the PL case and discuss the topological case afterward. 
Now, given a collection { Yi} of embedded, oriented surfaces representing a basis of 
H,(X; Z,), we shall recall the map of sets S: lVpL(X) + H*(X, Z,) (due to Sullivan [ 18]), 
where Scf) assigns, to each Yi, the “splitting invariant” offs N pL(X) along Yi. For X a PL 
4-manifold, we shall compute the map S 0 n 0 T 0 N: ker( w2( X)) + H*( X; Z,) and find it to 
be onto w:. Hence the cardinality of n 0 50 N(ker(w,(X))) must be that of K. This 
will show that the above maps define bijections between ker(w,(X)), wi and 
ker( NpL(X) -+ L4). 
Henceforth assume X is a PL manifold and let N(X) = /V’“(X). Recall that the map N 
is not a homomorphism since (x+y)~~*=(x+y)~~~~~=(x~~+y~~+[x, y]):r,r= 
x 0 ‘I* + y 0 q2 + [x, y] 0 C q (see 0.4). For example, in case X ‘v @P(2) # @P(2), and x, J’ are 
the generators CP( 1) of each factor, both T(XO q*) and r(y 0 q*) are zero in HE,,(X) whereas 
t((x + y) 0 q*) is non-zero (2.2). Hence it is not enough to know Son 0 r 2 N: 
H,(X; Z2)+H2(X;Z2) on generators. In fact, 
THEOREM 5.1. The map Sono7oN: 29,(X, Z,)+H*(X, Z,) is b-(1+ w,(b))b^where 
6 is the Poincart dual ofb. 
Thus if w*(b) # 0, the image of b is trivial (as necessitated by 2.2), whereas if w,(b) = 0, 
b is sent to 6. Combining this with 2.2 we have that 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose X is a piecewise-linear, l-connected, closed, oriented Cmanifold. 
The maps ker(w2(X))~HEid(X)~w~ are isomorphisms of groups, so 
H&,(X): tVpL(X) is an injective map whose image is the kernel of NpL(X)L L,. 
Proof of 5.1. Suppose [Y] =ycH,(X; Z,). We must show that SonoroN(x)(y) 
= ( 1 + w*(x))z?(y). This element of Z, is calculated by “restricting” N(X) A 
N(Y$L 2 z H2 and computing the surgery obstruction. The restriction map is given as 
follows. Given a normal map, 
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one obtains a normal map for Y -+ X by 
where we assume thatfis transverse to Y (so that Ncf- ’ ( Y), M) + N( Y, X) is a pull-back). 
The surgery obstruction is then the Arf invariant of this normal map. 
To compute this in casef: X +X is the composite TO N(x) 
x+xvs41XvS~szx 
we may first assume that S2 + X is an immersion representing x E 7r2(X) which is transverse 
to Y in the target X. Thenf- ‘( Y) consists of Y together with the pre-images (torii) in S4 
(top-cell) of 1 x-y! oriented points in S 2. The associated quadratic form, defined on 
ker(H,(f-‘( Y))iH,( Y)), is the direct sum of its restrictions to H,(T) for each compo- 
nent torus, so that it suffices to compute the appropriate “Arf invariant” for a single T(this 
will be independent of 7’). Since Tmaps to a point in Y, both 5 Iy and N( Y, X) pull back to 
trivialized bundles over T. Thus the quadratic form on H,(T) is the sum of a quadratic form 
associated to 
N(T, X) + N(*, S’) -+ N( Y, X) 
1 1 1 
T -+ * + Y 
and a quadratic form associated to 
N,I, -+ 51, --* tlr 
1 1 1 
T + * -+ Y 
The first Arf invariant is clearly 1 since the first diagram “represents” q2 in ii:( The 
second Arf invariant will be shown to be w2(x). This will yield the desired total of 
(1 + w,(x))lx.yl =(l+ w2(x))Z(y), completing the proof. 
We claim that, by careful choice of S4-%S2 representing q2, we may assume not only 
that g-l(*) is a torus T, but that there are embedded circles ~1, /3 generating H,(T) which 
bound embedded 2-disks in the 4-cell D4 of X. Furthermore, for either disk, the map 
(D2, S’) -+ (S4, S’) + (S’, *) is of degree f 1. To see this, consider the restriction of the 
bundle projection H + S 2 (H a Hopf 2-disk bundle over S2) to its boundary. This 
representative ‘I: S3 -P S2 has a decomposition 
D2 x S’ vJI D2 x S’ + D2 vst D2 where $(x, 0) =(x, x0). 
If C denotes the equatorial circle of S2 E D2 usI D2, then q-‘(C) is S’ x S’ where (S’ x pt.) 
and I(/ - ’ (S l x pt.) are the desired generating circles bounding disks. Thus (Z q) - 1 (C) is this 
torus. Hence it suffices to choose a representative f of q so that f- ‘( *) = C lying in the 
equatorial S2; this is possible since, for our representative q described above, q - ‘( *) is 
unknotted. The claims about degree may be easily checked. 
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We then have the diagram 
which induces a trivialization of N, 1 sl. The quadratic form on r takes the value 0 or 1 
according as this trivialization “agrees” with the trivialization induced by the “unique” 
trivialization of Nx I + But note that the composition of (D’, S’) + X with our homotopy 
equivalence is essentially the original immersion S2 + X representing x. Then the diagram 
Nxlw-+tls~ 
J J 
Nxlsl + (1, 
shows that the value of the quadratic form on a (and p) is precisely w2( 5 I S2). Here we may 
assume without loss of generality that 5 reduces to the stable normal bundle of X (since X is 
a manifold), so the desired value is x*x z wZ(x) mod 2. Thus the Arf invariant on 
T is w*(x). 0 
This concludes the piecewise linear case. The details of the arguments for the topological 
case seem not to have been published. However, using Quinn’s proof of the Annulus 
Conjecture, one knows that X - {pt> has a smooth structure. Using this it seems that a 
topological normal bordism to the identity gives a smooth normal bordism of proper self- 
homotopy equivalences X - {pt} + X - {pt}, from which one shows that the splitting 
invariants are obstructions. This would show that ker(w,(X)) + K’ is injective. 
If X is a manifold, then a splitting 4 of 3.1 may be easily derived as follows. Given 
A E Aut(H,(X), f * ), choose g E HE(X) so that g* = A. By 5.2, -(S 0 n(g)) is in the image of 
some aEn,( Let 4(A) be the result of acting on g by a. It is easily verified that 4 is a 
homomorphism. 
Endnote 1 
In [9, p. 31, lines 4-51, Kahn claims that x4 
( > 
c S* and hence x4(X) are finite. But the 
Hilton-Milnor theorem gives the rank of the former as (r3 - r)/3, and we compute the rank 
of the latter to be (r3 - 4r)/3, I > 0. Hence his Lemma 2, page 30, is incorrect as stated 
(image $ has elements of infinite order). Theorem 1 remains correct 
( 
since in Lemma 2, 
“image Eb* consists entirely of elements of order 2” is correct since x4 q S3 
( > 
is 2- 
torsion . 
> 
Corollary 1, the corollary to Theorem 1 and the corollary to Theorem 3 are 
correct as stated, but are falsely proven for n = 2. The proofs given were based on 4.4 where 
the Hilton-Milnor decomposition was used incorrectly for n = 2. However, a correct proof, 
based on our 2.2, can be substituted. 
Endnote 2 
This concerns errors in the proof of 2.1 of [ 151. The argument for injectivity is 
invalidated because the Claim on page 348 is incorrect. The major difficulty seems to be in 
the next-to-last line of the proof. If the claim were true, then T( [[xi, xi], x,]) and 
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T( [xi, xj] *Z q) would always be trivial. But for Sz 2 S2 (the boundary of the non-trivial 3- 
disk bundle over S2) with x, y representing the base and fiber, the relation A. YZ q in x4 gives 
that x*q2 = [x, y]*Z:rl. The Claim would thus imply that the image of ker(w,)r,\i.& 
were trivial (since x*x = 0). This would be inconsistent with Quinn’s thesis (and our work). 
Additionally, page 348, line 22, is missing a minus sign in the formula (see our 1.6). Also 
page 348, line - 14, says that w2(xi) E aii mod 2 where ~ii = (x: u XT, [X] ) for xr the 
Horn-duals of the basis {xi} for H,(x). This is false for S2 % S2 in the basis given above. 
In general, the argument seems to assume that certain maps are homomorphisms, when 
in fact they are not. 
Finally, as discussed in $0 and $5, the referenced argument of Wall [ 19, p. 2371 is 
incorrect. 
APPENDIX I 
We organize some homotopy theory related to the attaching map A etrJ of a 
l-connected 4-manifold X 2: V S2 uA e “. We make no claims to originality, although we 
cannot find a calculation of A in the literature. 
First recall the Hilton-Milnor analysis of 7~” [21]. Suppose {xi} is the obvious 
basis of 7r2, and suppose that w(xl, . . . , x,) is an (iterated) commutator of weight k in the 
symbols {Xi}, so that w represents an iterated Whitehead product in 7ck+, . Note 
that for anyaEn,(SL+‘), wOaEn, . The Hilton-Milnor theorem says that the latter 
group has a basis of such composites where a varies over a basis of n,(S’+ ‘), w varies over 
all basic commutators of weight k, and 1 < k ,< n- 1. Thus x3 
r(r- 1)/2 (n3(S3)) generated by {xi”?) and ([xi, xj], i 
Zrn4(S2)@(r(r-1)/2) a,(S3)$(r3 -r) x,(S*) generated by {xio~‘}, {[xi, xj]oZq, 
i >j} and {[[xi, Xi], xk], i >j G k} where q is the Hopf map and q2 zz q”Zr]. 
In [ 133 it is shown that the oriented homotopy type of X is that of \j S2 uA e4 for a 
unique A, that A determines this type, and that A is determined by the intersection form 
(Hz(X), *). (This refines the theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [24].) The map A is not 
computed. Fixing the obvious basis {xi} of x2 induces the aforementioned basis of 
K~ . To describe A in this basis it suffices to give a symmetric integral matrix 
a = { aijll G i G r, 1 Gi < I} of coefficients, i.e. A = i aii(xioq) + 1 aij[xi, xj]. Since the 
i=l i>j 
intersection form {xi*xj} is such a matrix, it is tempting to conclude that aij = xi*Xj* 
However, a is actually the inverse of this intersection matrix! In fact, aij = (x: u xf, [X] > 
where xf is the Horn-dual basis of (pi} E H,(X). Of course, xi-xi = (Zi u e?jzi, [X J ) where gi 
is the PoincarC dual of xi. This form for A is stated without proof in [20; p. 1821. It may be 
deduced by carefully tracing through Milnor’s (unexplicit) correspondence. Perhaps one 
reason that people sometimes confuse the intersection matrix with the matrix a is that for 
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many of the simplest and best known examples of 4-manifolds, it is possible to choose a 
basis for H*(X) so that the two matrices are equal! 
We offer a simple geometric argument (for handlebodies) below. But first, we make some 
further remarks about a. Suppose {Yj} is a basis of H,(X) so that yj.xi = Sji. Then 
jj( xi) = Yj’ Xi = 6ij SO jj = Xf . Hence Qij = ( X: LJ Xj*, [X] ) = ( $i U Jj, [X] ) = Yi’Yj SO 
that a is the intersection matrix of H,(X) with respect o this “dual” basis. Furthermore, it 
follows that yj = c aijxi, so xi = 1 QijYi, where (pij) is the inverse matrix to a. Therefore 
xi.xj=(F~~iy~):(~~oy~)=~~~i~~ja~~=~~~i~~j=~ji=~ij.Henceaistheinverseof 
the intersection matrix in the basis {xi} as claimed. 
Now assume that X is a handlebody consisting of one O-handle, one 4-handle, and r 
2-handles. Consider the obvious wedge of 2-spheres which is a retract of X-(4-handle)‘. 
Then A is simply the restriction of this retraction to the boundary of the 4-handle. Suppose 
xi represents the ith 2-sphere. It is fairly well known that, iff: S3 + i/ S2 is transverse to the 
north poles ni, then the coordinates of Lf] with respect o the Hilton-Milnor basis (above) 
are given by the linking numbers in S3, aij = Ik(L,, Lj) and self-linking numbers Zii = 
IQ&, LF) where L is the framed link corresponding to f- l(q). In our case, Li is the 
boundary of the co-core of the ith 2-handle. Let yj be a homology class of the union of the 
jth co-core and the cone (into the 4-handle) of its boundary. Then yj.xi = aij and yi.yj is well 
known to be Ik( Li, Lj) for i > j and Ik( Li, Ll ) if i = j [ 163. Thus rij = yi.yj as desired. Note 
that we have suppressed orientation considerations (signs) throughout. 
The referee points out that it would be more to the point to make use of the “functional 
cup products” as explained in $3 of Chapter XI of [21]. On the one hand, the functional 
cup product suffices to give an effective homotopy classification of maps 
f:s-+svs... V S2; on the other hand, the functional cup products are intimately 
related to cup products in the mapping core forf. The reader might also peruse $5 of the 
same chapter to read about Hopfs derivation of the connection to linking numbers. 0 
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